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We appreciate Dr. Weschler's interest in our paper (2) , and gladly take the opportunity to answer to the two comments Dr. Weschler gave in her Letter to the Editor.
1) The question whether Heer et al.'s (1) results are compatible (a) with osmotically inactive sodium storage, (b) with sodium-potassium exchange, or (c) with a combination of both, can only be answered unequivocally by data on potassium balance. We do hope that it might be possible for Dr. Heer and her co-workers to provide these crucial data.
2) We are completely aware that it is inappropriate to directly compare the results of our study with those of Heer et al. (1) for several reasons. The most important reason, as we had already pointed out in our paper (2) , is that there are striking species differences between dogs and humans with regard to kinetics of Na + homeostasis and the response to changes in Na + intake.
In our studies in freely moving dogs, we induced alterations in TBSodium that covered the range from moderate deficit to large surplus. These alterations in TBSodium were induced by a variety of methods (10 protocols), not just by changing Na + intake, as it is well known that the effects of changes in Na + intake on TBSodium are usually very small in normal dogs and rats, as opposed to human beings (for references see (2) ). Furthermore, it is important to remark that all data on changes of TBSodium, TBPotassium, and TBWater reported in our paper are not only based on excretion data, but on balance data for all three variables, i.e., , and (ii) some early reports that also found that primary changes of TBSodium can be accompanied by such redistributions (for references see (2)), it appears conceivable that redistributions could also have occurred in Heer's subjects. However, a quantitative analysis as exemplified in our paper's appendix would require a complete set of data, including data on K + balance.
In her second comment, Dr. Weschler implies that we had directly compared our data with those of Heer et al's study. This is not the case; in fact we clearly pointed out that major differences of our study and those of Titze et al. (3) and Heer et al. (1) include, but are not limited to, study duration and species differences. As already mentioned in our paper, kinetics of Na + homeostasis and the response to changes in Na + intake vary considerably among species (for references see (2)).
Considering a variety of other well known differences between dogs and humans relevant for inactive form, we would like to repeat the conclusion expressed in our paper (2) : "Further studies are needed that address the time course of TBSodium changes, involve different species, and must include measurements of TBPotassium or its changes."
